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Sonoma West gets $1M infusion
SEBASTOPOL » On cusp
of closing, hospital lands
cash from Florida firm
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma West Medical Center
announced Wednesday it has
obtained “a capital infusion” of
$1 million from a Florida-based
company that hopes to profit
from the hospital’s laboratory
operations.

The funds, which the medical center’s CEO described as
an “investment,” would enable
Sonoma West Medical Center to
keep the hospital running and
pay back money owed to key
vendors, said John Peleuses, the
hospital’s CEO.
“We are not out of the woods
yet, but we have some breathing
room,” Peleuses said Wednesday evening during a special
meeting of the Palm Drive
Health Care District, which
owns the hospital and provides

it with crucial financial support.
Peleuses said the money was
coming from Durall Capital
Holdings, an operator and manager of general acute care hospitals and outpatient services.
It owns two hospitals and two
laboratories in the southeastern
U.S.
Peleuses said Durall would
take over management of the
hospital’s laboratory services
and provide some “intellectual capital” that could help the
hospital become more finan-

cially stable. The terms of the
$1 million infusion are still being negotiated and it’s not clear
how laboratory profits will be
dispersed between the two parties, Peleuses said.
He said an agreement is expected to be finalized sometime
today and the funds transferred
to the hospital as soon as an
agreement is signed.
The news comes a day after
the hospital was preparing for
a possible closure, said Dennis
Colthurst, president of the hos-
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Real-life consequences

pital district board.
On Tuesday, the hospital
stopped receiving new patients
and its in-patient census had
dropped as low as two people.
Emergency crews reported ambulances being turned away
from the hospital.
Colthurst said the hospital
was not receiving new patients
Tuesday because the future of
the hospital was in question.
“We
were
anticipating
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Bannon
out as
security
adviser
Trump reshuffles council
to clear political elements
that may influence policy
By ROBERT COSTA
AND ABBY PHILLIP
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump on Wednesday
removed controversial White
House chief strategist Stephen
Bannon from
the
National
Security Council, part of a
sweeping staff
reshuffling that
elevated
military,
intelligence and Cabinet officials to Steve
greater
roles Bannon
on the council
and left Bannon less directly
involved in shaping the administration’s day-to-day national
security policy.
The restructuring reflects the
growing influence of national
security adviser H.R. McMasTURN TO BANNON » PAGE A8
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Sonoma Valley High School junior Nathaniel Silva navigates a driving course while Ken Fukuda, an instructor with Simraceway Performance
Driving Center, attempts to create a distraction with the radio Wednesday during a driving exercise at Sonoma Raceway.
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

O

n her first trip Wednesday through the
driving course at Sonoma Raceway,
16-year-old Shawnee Wallace didn’t do
so well, hitting about a dozen cones and briefly
getting lost in the orange maze.
On her second attempt she did even worse, bothered by driving instructor Ken Fukuda’s questions
— did she like his shirt, what’s the time, would she
help pick up his dropped water bottle — and his
turning on the radio and blasting hip-hop.
But that was the whole point of the exercise: to
showcase the perils of distracted driving.
About 10 students from around the North Bay
participated in Wednesday’s three-hour program
by Sacramento nonprofit Impact Teen Drivers,
the CHP, Simraceway Performance Driving
Center and the Sonoma Raceway as a kickoff for
Teen Driver Safety Week and Distracted Driving
Awareness Month.
Car crashes are the leading cause of death for
American teens, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
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Brown prods
lawmakers to
back road tax
By JONATHAN J. COOPER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Maria Coyner, who struck and killed a pedestrian while texting and driving in 2012,
speaks to a group of teenage drivers Wednesday during an Impact Teen Drivers
presentation at Sonoma Raceway.

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Jerry Brown made another push
Wednesday to secure legislative
support for a $5 billion increase
in taxes and fees that would
fund major road construction
and could become a significant
piece of his legacy.
Facing mounting opposition
from environmentalists and
anti-tax groups, the Democratic
governor joined a rally of construction workers on the Capitol
steps imploring undecided lawmakers to get on board.
“I know there’s a couple of people that are worried about voting
for taxes,” Brown said. “This is a
TURN TO BROWN » PAGE A2
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